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GENERAL

Proposal from the African Group

1. Preamble:

The Contractmg Parties.

RecalJlng the pnnciples of non-discrimlnation. equal opportunity and access, proclaimed in
the United Nations Convention on the RJQhts of Persons with Disabilities;

Acknowledging the nght of all persons to education, as recognized In the International
Covenant on Economic, Social and Cuttural Rights,

Noting that the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights guarantees the nght to
freedom of expression, Including freedom to seek. receive and Impart information and
Ideas of all kinds, regardless of frontiers, erther orally. in wntm9 or in pont, in the form of
art, or through any other media of hiS choice.

Considering that equal access to education, culture, information and communication is a
fundamental right that comes under public policy;

Recognizing the important ro~ played by the authorities In guaranteeing equal opportunity
for all in terms of access to education, culture and information;

Mindful of the role played by educational and research Institutions, libraries and public
archIves in populanzing, disseminatIng, promoting and preserving the cultural and
sCIentific heritage,

Determined to contribute to the implementation of the relevant recommendations of the
Development Agenda of the World Intellectual Property OrganizatIon.

Mindful of the challenges to human development and the futfillment of persons With
disabilities with regard to education, research. access to Information and communication;

Mindful of the challenges to human development and the futfillment of persons with
disabdittes with regard to education;

Aware that national copyright legislation is territorial in nature, and where activtty is
undertaken aa-oss jurisdicbons, uncertainty regarding the legality of that activity
undermines the development and use of new technologies and services that can
potentially improve the lives of persons with disabilities and all those who do not have the
means to access education. culture and information;

Recognizing the urgent need to broaden the scope of copyright exceptions and limitations
for persons with dIsabilities, libraries, archives, education, teaching and research;

Recognizing the need to introduce new intemational rules In order to provide adequate
solutions to the needs of vulnerable persons and the challenges and opportunities
presented by economic, social, cultural and technological developments;

Recognizing the need to maintain a balance between the nghts of authors and the larger
public Interest, partlcular1y In education, research, teaching and access to information;
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Aware that the territorial nature of copyright and related laws can be an obstacle to cross
border exploitation of works. performances. or production and therefore inhibit the normal
access, particularly through new technologies, by persons with disabilities. to education,
culture Information and knowtedge

Recognamg that copyright laws must strike a balance between the interests of the public
and the Interests of authors and other right-holders to fulfill the fundamental purpose of
encouraging learning and the dissemination of knowledge;

Recognrzmg the need for a global approach to copynght exceptions and limitations and a
minimum level of International harmonlZabon of limitations and exceptions In order to
reduce the legal uncertainty to which stakeholders In educabon and researchers expose
themselves in the event of mobility, and the need to ensure the lawfulness of cross-border
activities and the global flow of information that posits the use of modem means of
communications;

Noting that access to knowledge In copynght worKs IS Integral to the goals of copynght
system;

Recalling that the Berne Convention provides for the conclUSion of special agreements
governing such access that do not contravene its provisions;

Noting that consistent with the Berne Convention, States have In their national legislation
provided for limitations of or excepbons to the nghts of authors of literary and artistic
works In special cases that do not conflict wrth a normal exploitation of the work and do
not unreasonably prejudice the work;

Recognizing that inadequate use of, or lack of harmonization of the exceptions and
limitations adopted under domestic laws have created undeSIred obstacles to access
knowledge and compromiseS intellectual resources,

Desiring to harmonize and enhance national laws on such limitations and exceptions
through an international framework consistent with the Berne Convention in order to
faciHtate access to knowledge in copyrighted works by persons with disabilities,
educational and research Institutions, libraries, and archives centers.

Mindful of the increased economic Impact of exceptions and limitations In distance
learning using d'9~al technology;

Noting that access to knowledge protected by copyright works is integral to the goals of
copyright system;

2. Article 1 Definitions

For the purposes of this Treaty:

•Accessible format- means an atternative manner or form which gives a person with a
dlsabtlity listed in Article 18 of this Treaty access to the wort<, as fleXibly and comfortably
as a person without a disability.

-Database- means a collection of independent works, data or other materials, arranged in
a systematic or methodical way and indiVidually accessible by electronic or other means,
which, by reason of the selection or arrangement of their contents, constitute the author's
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own intellectual creation. without prejudice to any rights subsisting in those contents
themselves

-Disability" means visual Impairment, or other physical, mental, sensory or cognitive
Incapacity, that requires an accessible format of a work.

-Exclusive nghts· mean the exclusive rights of authonzabon granted to the author in tenns
of the Berne Convenbon and the WCT

'"Work- means any literary and artistic protected by copynght, and includes any literary
and artistic work in which copyright protection has expired

3 Mde 4· BenefiCiaries

1. Contracting Parties shall provide the exceptions and hmrtabons guaranteed In thiS
Treaty for the benefit of persons wrth dlsabihbes, educational and research institutions as
well as libraries and archIVes, in this Arbele referred to as BenefJClanes

2 Contracting Parties shall extend the proVISIons of thiS Treaty to persons with any
other disability who, due to that disability, need an acceSSible format of a type that could
be made under Article 4 in order to access a copyright work to sUbstanllally the same
degree as a person without a disability

Proposal from India

4. Definitions:

·OrIglnal database- means a collection of independent works, data or other materials,
arranged in a systematic or methodical way and individually accessible by electronic or
other means, which, by reason of the selection or arrangement of their contents,
constttute the author's own Intellectual creation, without prejudice to any rights sUbsisting
in those contents themselves.

·Libraries· are non-profit publicly funded establishments which are exempted from tax,
with a pUblic vocation, and which make available free of charge works deallng with all
types of knowledge of nations and peoples, Including cultural heritage, with a view to the
furtherance of knowledge useful for education, teaching, research and the public interest.

"Work"- means any work or any copyrighted work. It includes the literary, artistic cinema
graphic and sound recording and other multimedia works, and both analog and digital
works

5. Benefictanes:

1. Contracting Parties shall provide the exceptions and limitations guaranteed In this
Treaty for the benefit of persons WIth disabilitJes, public and pnvate educational and non
profit research Institutions as well as libraries and archIVeS, in thiS Article referred to as
BenefiCianes.

2. Contracting Parties shall extend the provisions of thiS Treaty to persons with any
other disability who, due to that disability, need an acceSSible format of a type that could
be made under Article 4 in order to access a copyright work to substantially the same
degree as a person without a disability.
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SPECIFIC EDUCATION AND RESEARCH LIMITATIONS AND EXCEPTIONS

Proposal from Ihe African Group

6. Article 15: Educational and Research InstitutIons

1. Educational and research institutions shall be permitted, without the authorization of
the right holder and without financial compensation, to make copies of published and
unpublished works made legally accessible to the public, regardless of their format, for
purposes of education and research.

2. Copies of the work referred to in paragraph (a) shall be for non-profit use or justified
by purpose, and shall not unreasonably prejudice the legitimate interests of the right
holder.

3. This authorization permitted in paragraph (a) shall include teaching, research and
distance leaming.

7. Authorized actions

- Article A:. Actions related to reproduction
The use of works for the purpose of teaching and research authorizes individuals or
institutions referred to in this Treaty to:
Reproduce by any means, including on a computer disk, by a researcher, teacher, pupil or
student reproduction remains permissible if it allows researchers, students or pupils to
learn about the work at any time and any place individually chosen;
Make teaching or educational purposes compilations of works extracts limited to the goal
to be attained when these are freely available to pupils or students.

- Article 8: Actions related to representation
The use of works for the purpose of teaching authorizes individuals or institutions referred
to in this Treaty to:
Represent by any means, including diffusion of fixed works by means of broadcasts or
television; representation remains permissible if it allows students or pupils to learn about
the work at any time and any place individually chosen.
Insert the work or extracts from the work in educational broadcasts and to fix such
broadcasts;
The use of works for research authorizes researchers to represent them by any means,
provided that such representation is intended for the scientific community to which
belongs the researcher who has initiated the presentation, eXcluding any other pUblic.

- Article C: Transformation and Translation
To the extent required for educational purposes or research, the use of works authorizes
individuals or institutions referred to in thIS Treaty to translate, adapt or transform the
work, when these translations, adaptations and transformations are carried out for
teaching or research and are not made available to the public.

- Article 0: Distribution
The use of works for educational purposes shall authorize individuals or institutions
referred to in this Treaty to distribute a copy or copies of all or part of the work, inclUding
making available to pupils or students, the original or copies thereof the work, or copies
when these are necessary to illustrate the teaching.
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The use of works for the purpose of scientific research authorizes any researcher to
distribute, a copy or copies of all or part of the work, when such a copy or copies are
justified by the aim pursued by the research.

8. Article X: Access to Educational Malenals. Limitation on remedIes for infringement

(a) In addition to other copynght limitations and exceptions. such as those induded in
Article 10, 10bis, the Appendix and other Arbeles In the Berne Convention, and consistent
with Article 44.2 of the TRIPS Agreement, Members agree to establish appropnate
IImrtations on the remedies for infringement of works In the f~lowing circumstances

1. To copy articles for purposes of use by students in performing class work,
2. To make cop+es of books and other works used by students and teachers,
when the pnces charged for the worKs are unaffordable by the educatIon Institution
or by the students.
3. To make a translatIon of a work, for the purposes of education.
4 To make copies of works no longer available from publishers, and/or for which
the owner of the work cannot be found. if a good faith effort fails to Identify and
locate the owner of the work.

(b) In Implementing (1-4), the following limitations on remedies should apply

(1) So long as the use and distribution of the works is limited to educational
purposes, no award for monetary reltef (inclUding actual damages, statutory
damages, costs, and attorney's fees) may be made other than an order reqUlnng the
Infnnger to pay reasonab!e and fair compensation to the owner of the exclUSIve nght
under the infringed copyright for the use of the infringed work.

(2) The reasonable and faIr compensation shall be detenmned by the Member State
where the use of the work takes place. Member States should be free to determine
the circumstances under which the payment of such compensation may be
organised, including the point in time In which the payment IS due. When determining
the possible level of reasonable and fair compensation, due account should be
taken, inter alia. of Member States' cuttural promotion objectives. of the non
commercial nature of the use made by the organisations In question In order to
achieve alms related to their public Interest miSSIOns, such as promoting learning
and disseminating culture, and the need to promote access to knowledge for all.

(c) This article shall only apply to Members who are regarded as a developmg country
In conformity with the established practice of the General Assembly of the United Nations

Proposal from GRULAC

9. Merged topic: Use for pedagogical, teachIng or educational purposes, Including, but not
IImrted to:
- performances;
- reproductions;
- distribution of protected works or fragments of protected works in classrooms;
- translations, adaptations. and other transformations
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Proposal from Brazil

The follOWIng shall not constitute Violation of oopynght

-The perfonnance, recitatIon and exhibrtlon of a work, as apphcable, for teaching purposes in
educational instrtutions in the context of educational or research activities, to the extent Justified
by the non-commercial purpose to be achieved. provided that the source, including the author's
name IS Indicated, unless this tums out to be impossible.

- The reproduction. translation and distributIon of excerpts of eXisting works of any kJnd, or of
entire wor1<s in the case of works of visual arts or short compositions, as a pedagogical resource
for the use by teachers with the purpose of illustration in the conteld of educational or research
activities. to the extent necessary justified by the non-commercial purpose to be achteved,
provided that the source, including the author's name IS indicated, unless this tums out to be
impossible

- The note taking of lectures, conferences and classes by those to whom they are addressed.
The publication of the notes of said lectures, conferences and classes in whole or in part is
prohibited without prior wntten pennission of the person who addressed them.

- The quotation In books, newspapers, magazmes or in any other medium of excerpts of a
wol1t for the purposes of study, criticism or debate, to the extent Justified by the purpose and in
accordance with fair practice, provided that the source, includIng the author's name, IS

indicated, unless this turns out to be impossible

10_ Toptc 4: Reproducbon of lectures and conferences.

11. Topic 5: Quotations.

Proposal from Ecuador

12. Toptc 1: Obligations or proposals to update exceptions of a general nature.

13. Topic 6: Availability on an interactive basis and communication to the public for
educational purposes.

14. Topic g- Distance learning

15. Topic 10: Special education for persons with disabilities.

Proposal from Ecuador, Peru and Uruguay

16. Article 1: Obligation to update and expand exceptions for educational purposes, in
particular in the digital enwonment

Contracting Parties shall update, carry forward and appropriately extend Into the digital
envkonment limitabons and exceptions In their national laws wtltch have been considered
acceptable under the Berne Convention, especially under article 10.1 and 10.2, and
devise new exceptions and limitations that are appropriate in the digital netwol1t
environment to protect educational and research activities.
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Proposal from India

17 Use for pedagogIcal and teaching or Instructional purposes

18. quotations and citations

19. Reproduction, translation, transfonnatJon and adaptations

20. Performance, communication to pUblic, making available, distribution, broadcast and
transmission

21. Pnvate and personal use and private study

22. Computer programme. Inter- operabilrty and reverse- engineering

23. Research

24. Chrestomathies or anthologies

25. Open Educational Resources

26. Public Funded Research and Open Access

Proposal from Nigeria

27 Topic i: SUbject-matter ineligible for copyright protection (public domain)

28. Topic iv: Provision dealing with limited liability for Internet Service Providers (ISPs).

(1) An Internet seMce provider operating in the territory of a Contracting Party shall not
be liable for infringement of copynght or related rights by reason of the prOVKter's
transmitting, routIng, or providing connecbons for, material through a system or network
controlled or operated by or for the internet service provider, or by reason of the
Intermediate and tranStent storage of that material in the course of such transmitting,
routing, or providing connections, if

(a) the transmIssion of the material was initiated by or at the direction of an
educationallnstrtutJon or individual seeking to enjoy the rights provided by thIS
Treaty,

(b) the transmiSSion, routing, prOVISIOn of connections, or storage is earned out
through an automatic technICal process;

(c) the internet service provider does not select the recipients of the matenal
except as an automatic response to the request of the educational Institution or
person entitled under this Treaty;

(d) no copy of the material made by the internet service provider in the course of
such Intermediate or transient storage IS maIntaIned on the system or network In a
manner ordinarily accessible to anyone other than anticipated recipients, and no
such copy is maintained on the system or network in a manner ordinarily accessible
to such antiapated recipients for a longer period than IS reasonably necessary for
the transmission, routing, or provision of connedlons, and
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(e) the material IS transmitted through the system or network without irreversible
modification of its content.

(2) An internet service provider operating In the territory of a Contracting Party shall not
be liable for Infringement of copyright or related rights, whether directly or indirectly, by
reason of the provkter's

(a) intermediate and temporary storage of malenal for the purposes of caching, as
long as it does not modify the matenal or provide It in a manner inconsistent with
access conditions set by the owner 01 copyright or related nghts,

(b) storage at the direction of a user of material that resides on a system or
network controHed or operated by or for the internet seMCe provider;

(c) referring or hnking to an online location containing infringing material or
infnnging actiVity, provided that in cases in which the internet service provider has
the nght and ability to control such actMty, this exemption shall apply only ff the
internet servIce provIder does not receive a finanCIal benefit directty attributable to
the infringing actIVity;

(d) caching of electronic documents, and

(e) transmitting of a universal resource locator or other electronic pointer, that has
the effed of Instructing a user's brCMISer to load e~ctronicdocuments from a third
party server.

29. Topic y Specific Exceptions for science

(1) Use for the sole purpose of scientific research is not an infnngement of the exclusive
rights conferred by copynght and retated lights. In interpreting this provision the following
shall be recognized as within the scope of this provIsion:

(i) Reproduction of any scientific or educational material produced by
government entities or government workers in the course of their employment;

(ii) The reproduction and reuse by search engines, automated knowledge
discovery tools, or other dIQital means now known or later discovered of any lawfully
obtained copyrighted work for purposes of not-for-profrt scientific research. Induding
storage, archIVing. linking, data mining procedures, data manipulation, and virtual
scientific experiments subject to attribution of the sources used to the extent
reasonably feasible;

(iii) The use or re-use of any ideas, facts, data, findings, or conclUSIons found in
any scientific work. whether or not copyrightable, including compilations of fadual
Information and data, subject to the attribution of sources used to the extent
reasonabfy feasible

(iv) Technical protection measures that seek to ovemde these provisions or
otherwise limit access to scientific works shall be considered a misuse of copyright.

(2) Proprietors of works protected by technical protection measures shall be obligated
to make them avalla~e for research purposes as specified in this Article. Researchers
unlawfulty denied access and use of such works for purposes solely of sCientific research
may employ available anti-circumvention measures to obtain access and use of such
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works for not-for-profrt SQentific research purposes.

(3) In the case of for profit scientific purposes, researchers unlawfully denied access
and use of sCientific works shall be obligated to pay reasonable compensation to
proprietors when employing antI-Circumvention measures to obtain access to and use of
such works

(4) Contrads attempting to override these provIsions shall be null and vOid as against
public policy.

30. Topic vii: Personal use rights for study and research

31 Topic viii. Use of protected wor1( for public health or public security.

32. Topic xiii: Rights to facilitate Teaching, Scholarship or Research.

(1) My educationallnstrtutlon or research organization domiciled in the territory of a
Contracting Party may. for purposes of teaching personal study or research

(b) make a translation of a wol1< into any language and publish the translation in
pnnted or analogous forms of reproduction; and

(C) reproduce and publish the translated wor!<;

(d) make the work available in an accessible fonnat to persons with a disability
that are members of the institution or organization;

(e) include excerpts of copynghted matenalln educational resources created and
distributed for educatIonal purposes

(2) A person domiciled In the temtory of a Contracting Party shall be entitled to export
lawfully acquired copies of works made pursuant to paragraph (1) of thiS Article to another
Contracl1ng Party classified as a developing or leasl-developed country by the United
Nations.

33. Topic IX: Protection for incidental inclusion of a work or a subject of related rights in
educational matenals.

34. Topic xi: Reproduction of works, IncludIng broadcasts.

35. ToPJc xii: Uses by ArchIVes, Libranes, Museums and Galleries

Proposal from Pakistan

36. TopiC 1: Strengthemng of existing flexibilibes and introduction of new flexibilitles In the
copynght system to ensure access to textbooks and educational matenal at affordable prices

37. Topic 2: Access to publicly funded SCIentific research.
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SOFTWARE AND DATABASES

Proposal from the African Group

38. Article 16: Computer programs

Contracting Parties shall proVIde for exceptions and hmltabons relating to computer
programs to allow interoperability and backup.

Proposal from Chile

39. Topic 1. Reverse engineering

Proposaf (rom Nigeria

40. Toptc xiv: Limits to database protection laws

The provisions of Artide ... (Topic V) shall apply mutatis mutandis to database protection
laws
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RELATED RIGHTS

Proposal from the African Group

41. Article 17 (now listed as Artlcle E): limitations and exceptIons to related rights

The acts authorized in this Treaty shall be extended by the national law of each Member
State to related rights, mutatis mutandIs
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TECHNICAL PROTECTION MEASURES

Proposal from the African Group

42. Arbcle 18 TechnlC31 protection measures

Contracting parties shall ensure that beneficiaries of the exceptions and limitations listed
in Article 2 have the means to enjoy the exception where technical protection measures
have been applted to a work. including when necessary the nght to circumvent the
technical protection measure so as to make the work accessible

Proposal from GRULAC

43. Merged clause: Technological protection measures.
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Proposal from EI Salvador

44 ToptC 1 Information on nghts management.
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CONTRACTS

Proposal from the Afncan Group

45. ArtIcle 19 (now listed as Article F): Relattonshlp with contracts

Any contractual proVIsions which provide exemptions from an exception provided for In
thiS Treaty shall be null and void.

Proposal from Ecuador

46 ToPIC 4: Relationship with contracts.
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IMPORTATION AND EXPORTATION

Proposal from the African Group

47 ArlJcIe 20 Imports and exports of works

Contractmg Parties shall ensure that Imports and exports of works meet the conditions
listed in the provisions of this Treaty, and shall take the necessary steps for thiS to be
permrtted without the authonzation of the owner of copyrigh~

(a) the export to another country of any version of a work or copies of the work that any
person or organizatIon in one country is entitled to possess or make under the provIsions
of thiS Trealy and

(b) the Import of that version of a work or copies of the work by a person or orgamzation
able to act under the provIsions of this Treaty into another country

Proposal from Nigena

48. TopIc it Exhaustion of Rights.

(1) Subject to the provIsions of paragraphs (2)-(7) of thiS ArlJcIe. the owner of a lawfully
acquired copy of a work or subject of related rights who IS domiciled in the temtory of a
Contracting Party, or any person authorized by such owner, shall be entitled, WIthout the
authority of the owner(s) of copyright or related rights, to sell, export or otherwise dispose
of that copy or subject of related rights

(2) Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (1) of thIS Article, unless authonzed by
the owner(s) of copynght or related rights In a sound recording, cinematographic work or
computer program 0ndudlng any tape, disk, or other medium embodying such program),
and in the case of a sound recording or a cmematographic work In the musical works
embodied therein, neither the owner of a particular phonorecord nor any person in
possesSion of a particular copy of a cinematographic work or computer program (including
any tape. diSk, or other medium embodying such program) may in the territory of a
Contracting Party, for the purposes of direct or indirect commerCIal advantage, dispose of
or authorize the disposal of, the possession of that phonorecord or copy of
cinematographic work or computer program (including any tape, disk, or other medium
embodying such program) by rental, lease or lending, or by any other ad or practice in the
nature of rental, lease, or lending

(3) Nothing in paragraph (2) of thiS Article shall apply to the rental. lease or lending of a
phonorecord or a cinematographic work for non-profit purposes by a library or educational
institution located In the terntory of a Contracting Party.

(4) The transfer of possession of a lawfully made copy of a computer program by a non-
profit educational instltutlon located in the territory of a Contracting Party to another non
profit educatlonallnstrtution or to faculty, staff, and students does not constitute rental,
lease, or lending for direct or indirect commercial advantage under paragraph (2) of thiS
Article

(5) The owner of a lawfully acquired copy of a work or sUbject of related rights, or any
person authonzed by such owner, IS entitled, WIthout the authority of the copyright owner.
to display that copy or subject of related nghts publicly In the territory of a Contracting
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Party, either directly or by the projection of no more than one Image at a time, to viewers
present at the place where the copy IS located

49 Topic iii Provisions for educational and scientific Institutlons for parallel import of
educational materials.
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ORPHAN WORKS

Propos./1rom Iha African Group

50. Mide 21 Orphaned works

1. It shall be permitted for the benefiCIaries provided for In Article 2 of this Treaty to
reproduce and use a work, and materials protected by related nghts. for which the author
or rights holder cannot be identified or located after reasonable inquiry.

2. It shan be a matter for nabonallaw to determine whether certain commercial use of
a work., and malenals protected by related nghts, for which the author or nghts holder
cannot be identified or located after reasonable inquiry woukt require payment of
remuneration.

Proposallrom Chile

51 Topic 2: Orphan works.
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WITHDRAWN OR OUT OF PRINT WORKS

Proposal from Brazil

52. TopIC 1 Access to works which have been withdrawn, or which are out of print
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OPEN EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES

Proposal from Nigeria

53 Topic vi: Exceptions that support development of open educatIonal resources
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PUBLICLY FUNDED RESEARCH

Proposal from Nigeria

54. Topic x: Access to publicly funded research.

(1) Subject to paragraph (2) of thiS Mele, any wor1< ",suttlng from research financed in
whole or In part from the public funds of a Contracting Party shall be made available to the
public free of charge WIthin twelve (12) months of ns fixation.

(2) The provisions of paragraph (1) of thIS Article shall not apply to

(a) works whose making available to the public would harm the security or other
vital public interest of a Contracting party.
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OTHERS

Proposal from Ecuador

55. Topic 2: Interpretative provisions on the scope of the flexibilities allowed by international
law, including the three·step test, Articles 40 and 44 of the TRIPs Agreement and others.

56. Topic 11: Limitations and exceptions allowed only in the case of developing countries.

Proposal from Ecuador, Peru and Uruguay

57. Article 2: Scope of the three-step test

When applying either Article 9.2 Berne, 13 TRIPS. 10 WeT. or similar provision in any
other multilateral treaty, nothing prevent contracting parties to interpret the three-step test
in a manner that respects the legitimate interests, including of third parties, deriving from
educational and research needs, and other human rights and fundamental freedoms; and
other public interests, such as the need to achieve scientific progress and cultural,
educational, social, or economic development, protection of competition and secondary
markets.
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LIMITATIONS AND EXCEPTIONS FOR PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES

Proposal from the Arnean Group

58. Article 5; UmrtatJons and exceptions to exdusIVe rights

It shall be permitted wrthout the authonzatJon of the owner of copyright to make an
accessible format of a work, supply that accessible format, or COpieS of that format. to
persons with disabilities by any means, includIng by non-commerciallendlng or electronic
communication by WIre or wireless means, without the authonzation of the owner of
copyright, and undertake any other Interrnechate steps to actlleve these objectives, when
all of the following conditions are met

(8) the person or orgamzation wishing to undertake any activity under this provision has
lawful access to that work or a copy of that work;

(b) the worX is converted to an accessible format, which may Include any means
needed to navigate information in the accessible format, but does not introduce changes
other than those needed to make the work accessibk! to persons with disabilities;

(c) copies of the work are supplied exclusively to be used by persons with disabilities;

(d) the activity IS undertaken on a non-profrt basis; and

(e) the owner of the nght is recognized as such

Article 6: Personal use by persons with disabilities

A person with a disability to whom a work IS communicated by Wire or wireless means as a
result of activity under Article 5 of this Treaty shall be permitted wTthout the authorization
of the owner of copynght to copy the work exclusively for his or her own personal use.
This provision shall be Without prejudice to any other limitations and exceptions that the
person in question is able to enjoy.

Article 7: Application to profit entities

The rights under Article 5 of this Treaty shall also be available to for profit entities and
shall be extended to permit commerCial rental of copies in an accessible format, if any of
the following conditions are met

(a) the activity is undertaken on a for-profit basis, but only to the extent that those uses
fall wTthin the normal exceptions and hmltabons to exclusive rights that are permrtted
without remuneration to the owners of copyright;

(b) the activity IS undertaken by a for-profit entrty on a non-profit baSIS, only to extend
access to works to persons wrth disabilities, or

(c) the work or copy of the work that is to be made into an accessible format IS not
reasonably available in an identical or largely equivalent format enabling access for
persons with disabilities, and the entity providing this accessible fonnat gives notice to the
owner of copyright of such use and adequate remuneration for copyright owners IS
available.
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Article 8: Criteria for determining reasonable availability

In determining whether a work is reasonably available under Article 7 (c) of this Treaty, the
following criteria shall be considered:

(a) for developed economies. the work must be accessible and available at a sImilar or
lower price than the price of the wori< available to persons who are not disabled; and

(b) for developing countries, the work must be accessible and available at prices that
are affordable, taking into account disparities in income levels for persons with disabilities.

Article 9: Remuneration for commercial exploitation of works

1. When implementing Article 7(c) of this Treaty, Contracting Parties shall ensure that
there is a mechanism for determining the level of adequate remuneration to be paid to the
owner of copyright in the absence of voluntary agreement. In detennining adequate
remuneration under ArtIcle 7(c) of this Treaty, the following principles shall be observed;

2. Right owners shall be entitled to remuneration that is reasonable for normal
commercial licensing of works, regarding the tenns nonnally associated with the country,
popUlation and purposes for which the work is used, sUbject to the requirements of
paragraph (c) beloW;

3. In developing countries, remuneration shoUld also take into consideration the need
to ensure that works are accessible and available at prices that are affordable, taking into
account disparities in income levels for the beneficiaries of the exceptions and limitations;

4. It shall be a matter of national law to detennine if remuneration under (a) is waived
for the works covered by the exception;

5. Persons who distribute works across borders shall have the option of registration for
remuneration payments in a single country, if the mechanisms for remuneration meet the
requirements of this Treaty and address the legitimate concerns of the copyright owners in
terms of transparency, and remuneration is considered reasonable either for a global
license for works that are distributed globally, or for a license to use works in specific
countries, calibrated for the countries, users and purposes of such use.
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Comments made during discusslOfJs (day one)

Comments from the European Umon and Its Member States

Educational and research institutions play an important role in our society with regard to the
dissemination of culture and research, vital to pennit the full exercise of fundamental freedoms
such as the rights of education, We find rt Important that the Copynght framework enables
these Institutions to fulfill these roles both In the analog and digital world. Thus, the European
Union and Its Member States are ready to debale and have exchange of views on this file and
have an exchange of VIeWS on the national expenence In thiS area In the European ~tslation

there IS a range of possibilities for the Member States to establish - for the benefit of education
establishments and for teaching purposes or scientific research. The framework for these
exceptions and limitations IS largety provided by Directive 20011291EC and the harmonization of
certain aspects of Copynght and Related Rtghts In the InformatIon Society. The exceptions all
have an optional character and allow for a degree of flexibility which IS particular1y important in
view of the different legal systems and traditions of the 27 Member States. Moreover licensing
also plays an important role erther alongside the application of exception or Instead of the
applicatIon of exceptions. The European Umon and its Member States look forward to
diSCUSSing the systems In which these limitations and exceptions function in Europe and in the
rest of the wor1d and how they are used In practice Education and traimng are not only
essential for the European economy in order to evolve as a knowledge society and compete
effectively in the globalized economy, but also permit the full exercise of fundamental freedoms,
such as the nghts to education which IS enshnned In our charter of the fundamental rights for
the European Union, In article 14. It's a legal statement in our charter. In the EU, educational
policy as such is decided by each member state, but together they establish joint goals and
share best practices Copyright protection IS required In order to further the creation of not only
educational contents but also works In general whICh are at the very heart of the functioning of
teaching actrvities. Thus, copyright protection is required so that educational establishment in
the EU have access to top quality works, such as teaching matenal tt is therefore vital that a
fair and sustainable balance IS achieved between copyright protection on the one hand, and the
achievement of public interest objectives on the other. As for many other sectors in the society,
the development of new technologies has changed the education sector In the EU and deeply
modified teaching methods. The Internet has nowadays become an essential Instrument of
knowledge transmission, be it via the traditional teaching classroom, distance leaming, or in the
framework of private study In all cases, works and other protected subject matter are
frequently used by teachers including on-line. It is just as important for the EU and the Member
States that the copyright framework enables educational establishments and profeSSionals to
fulfill their role in the digital age. The Berne Convention in our view prOVides for specrlic
exceptions to allow use, users of copynght works for the purpose of quotation and teaching,
article 10 of the Berne Convention. The same types of exceptions are permitted under the
WIPO Copynght Treaty, and as far as the related rights are concemed, and under the Rome
convention as well and the WIPO performances and phonograms treaty These exceptions are
the sIgnificant margIn of mind over to members of these conventions and treaties In their
Implementation. For instance, in the case of education, they make no distinction between the
level of education or its nature tt IS for indivtdual countries to apply the framework provided at
InternatIonal level, to put It Into practice via the nabonallegislation and adapt it to the local
conditions, while respecting the three step test as provided for in the conventions and treaties. I
would like now just to make a very qUIck: overview of the EU copyright framework within the flBld
and such appropriate balance between protection of copyright and relevant rights and teaching
objectives So the EU legislation prOVide Member States with the possibilities to establish In the
legislation exceptions to copynght and relative rights for the benefit of educational establishment
and for teaching purposes, InclUding the possibility for Member States to decide on whether to
provide for faIr compensation for nght-holders when applying such exceptions. The EU
copyright framework allows the necessary degree of fleXibility by permitting Member States to
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Incorporate exceptions In their legal systems, in accordance with their educational pohcy, legal
traditlons and market specrficrties. This is essential in view of the number of Member S1ates in
the EU and the number of different legal and educational systems eXisting in the EU. The last,
our framework also ensures that the application of these exceptions fall within the framework of
the three-step test Our directive establishes the possibility for an exception to the production
nghts, nght of communication to the public and right of making available for the sate purpose of
illustration. purpose of illustration for teaching or for scientific research, which is commonly
consIdered at EU level at the main exception for the activIties of teaching undertaken by
educational establishments. We also have at the EU level im,*mented in all 27 Member States
the quotation exceptions, In dTfferent ways, according to the trachtion and legal frameworks of
each country. And we also have private COPYIng In most of the EU countries, not all but most of
them, and reprographic COPYIng as well. For the educabon, the education purposes, we have
an article in our dlrectJve which IS word by word the Berne Convention artide, and which is,
which covers all of the exceptions which are Implemented at the Member States level.
We are ready to discuss again, and further other aspects of our legislation and how we have
Implemented the Beme Convention in the EU, via our directive for harmonization of copynghts.
The three step test under artide 1301 TRIPS, article 10 olWCT and article 1601 WPPT anyway
applies to all exceptions and limitations. Furthermore, in accordance with all these obligations
to respect the three-step test, EU legislation makes all exceptions and lImitations under the INF
directive 2001 29EC subject to the three-step test We cannot go beyond that

Comments made on Draft Compilation (day two)

Comments from Nigeria

Topics should be grouped in four clusters:

Cluster I. Institutional beneficialies to use the limitatIons and exceptions.
Cluster II: Kinds of uses that would be allowed.
Cluster III' Distance education, digital transmission, databases, TPMs, among others.
Cluster IV; Research

As to specific exceptions for science, this is a proposal to have an out right exception for
scientific research, for scientists to be able to access databases for the results of scientific
research, whether publicly funded or in journal documents to be easily available within the
educational and research context. Related to that, of course, is what is identified as cluster 7,
which is personal use rights for study and research. This would Include personal use both for
researchers and teachers themselves, but also for students within educational Institutions. In the
process of the educating function, particularly In traditIonal classrooms, the rights to facilitate
teaching, scholarship, or research should not be in any cluster per se. That is, in fact, the
purpose of thiS exercise IS to identify a scope of rights to facilrtate each of these activities. With
regard to cluster number 9, protection for inCidental Inclusion of a work or a subject of related
rights In educational materials, thiS really goes, of course, to the capacrty and ability of both
teachers and students in the process of either In class or distance Ieamlng preparations when
copynghted works or works subject to related rights are captured, particularly in digital form as
part of a teaching research or study exercise. We want to be ensured that those sorts of
inCidental inclUSions are not the subject of a Vlolabon. This is partICUlarly important in the
context. of course, of countries that do not have the fair use doctrine which would normally
excuse such incKiental induslon In any regard. Finally, as to the reproduction of works under
cluster 11. as India pointed out, this is really about transmission and the capacrty to be able to
transmit digital works and content for distance education, but also for In.-elass use They are
aspects of one of the four or five clusters that I have suggested, but they speak to particular
nghts that Nigena would fike to see attended to dunng thiS diSCUSSion.
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Comments from the European Union and its Member States

I willfully concur wrth the remarks by Nrgena that maybe there IS a certaIn degree of confusion
because we are using the term clusters, which is normally thingS that belong together and that
you want to separate from other things that belong together In a very loose manner. Sometimes
we have here clusters that overlap or talk about the same from different angles, which is going to
complicate somehow our discussions gOing forward It is useful to try to regroup together some
of the clusters as it has been done, the use of works for pedagogical and teaching purposes is a
very large trtJe In any event The ones refemng to dlstnbutlon of protected works or fragments of
protected works In classrooms performance for educational purposes or reproduction for
educational purposes seem all to relate The first IS a very general basket. the others seem to
relate to different rights that may be affeded by a limitation or exception for the benefit of
teactllng and maybe research. There IS one. however, which onglnally is on the point number
12, duster 7 which reads translations, transformations and adaptations. We welcome further
guidance from GRULAC. We would also welcome further clarification from Ecuador, in particular
as regards to cluster 6 under now point 11 that refers to avalla~hty on an interac:tJve baSIS and
commumcabon to the general public for education purposes Normally when we are talking
about hmltatlons to nghts for the purposes of teaching or educatJon, one normally tends to try to
tdentIfy the InslItutJon or the particular use of the particular user or beneficiary_ This seems to be
very large when refening to the general public It IS for us not very clear the purpose of cluster
one under the proposal from Ecuador and point 9 that refers to proposals to update exceptions of
a general nature

Comments from Ecuador

When we propose a specifIc title or heading for a duster, we are not saying thIS is the exception,
but rather we are saying thiS IS the heading under which we are going to include exceptions
which are specific within thiS particular heading. As to cluster 7 on translations, transformations
and adaptations, we understand that this will be following the analogy of a heading, a rubric
where we are going to include specific proposals of exceptions for educational purposes that
have to do with a work is being in one language, will be translated into another language in order
to facilitate the educational process. The most obvious would be, for example, a work in English
which will be translated into Spanish. Under certain conditions which will be clanfied by the
proposal, by the country whIch wants to include it in a listing for complete diSCUSSion. So this will
be a case which we hope will be covered by cluster 7. As to transformations, this would be a
situation in which a change will be made to the work In order to make it more understandable or
apt for educational purposes. For instance, it would be an extensive work which will be
summanzed so that it can be used for education for children In basic education. There is a
transformation there with certain conditions which we proposed for this specific exception being
proposed. As to adaptation. for example, a poem m which the professor in class proposes a
small representation of the poem and it changes from a literary genre to an audiovisual work to
be used In the classroom. As to cluster 6, which IS availability on an interactive basis and
communicatton to the general public for educational purposes, we assume that these are not
exceptions, These are the subheadings which are gOing to Include the exceptions and which are
going to have their own conditions, obviously each time specified

Comments from the Untted States ofAmenca

We concur with the senttment In the room that the word "clusters" has perhaps led us astray In
some of our thmklng Perhaps what we really intended was top4CS And because we recognized
that some tOpiCS may be In groups, somehow the word clusters came upon us But we think we
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can definitely find an appropnate concept to use for what we are really trying to capture here.
That is the tOPiCS or families of topic that we believe should be addressed in the legal framework
on which we are working. The United States would like to address a couple questtons based on
the comments we have heard from our colleagues One is to follow up on the European Union's
exchange WIth Ecuador concerning tOPiC number 11 , whIch is cluster 6, the availability on an
Interactlve baSIS and commumcatJon to the general publk: for education purposes As we
Itstened to the explanation, we would appreciate a clarification on what the difference IS between
the Ecuadorian cluster 6 and the concept of distance learning which is cluster 9. We would like
to understand the specific difference that they understand to be what would fall under cluster
6 and cluster 9 because the eXplanation we heard made it sound very similar to the con set of
distance learning as the United States would understand it. As to the remarks of India, we do
have a quesbon for India ,n the suggestion of the addnion of cita~ons to the Brazilian tOpiC,
cluster number 5. That is, we are not sure what the problem IS In copyright about Cltatlons.
Under Amencan copyright law and most of the domestic copynght laws with which we are
familiar, there would be no protection of citations from which you would need an exception. So
we would appreciate a clarification from the Distinguished Delegate from India. We certain he
has something In mind, but we did not understand exactly what it would be. In addition we would
like to ask the De~ate of Pakistan, as we were taking notes we understood that one of the
proposals they had menboned was access to pUblicly funded SClentrfic research, which IS also a
topic that occurs as number 38 on page 16 from Nigeria previously And we would appreciate an
explanation if Pakistan and Nigeria have a meeting of minds that that is the same thing Our
impreSSIon is just from the title of the topic or cluster that that is not exactly a copynght exception
or limitation. The United States has a robust practice of seeking the pUblic dissemination of
pubhcly funded research and is perhaps the world's largest funder of scientific research. We
would not nonnally conceIVe of that as a copynght exception or limitation but as a government
policy regarding funding of scientific research.

Comments from Nigeria

With regard to the explanation to item 12 on page 6. which IS listed as cluster 7, translations,
transfonnations and adaptabons I thought I heard from Ecuador two distinct arguments about
this The first IS that there might be a need to translator to make copyrighted content usable in
the classroom by a teacher or a student, perhaps in an abbreviated format for educational
purposes. But I wondered if thiS might perhaps be a little bit different from the notion of a teacher
or professor or lecturer taking a work and distributing it in the classroom, perhaps just in an
excepted fonn The way I understood the comment from Ecuador is that these transformations
and adaptations appear to be something done on a WJde scale, perhaps encroaching on what is
a wel~stablished secondary market for what we would refer to as derivative works. The second
point goes to the Delegate of the United States of America on the proposal to enhance the
African Group proposal on access to publicly funded research. We have not had any
discussions WIth our colleagues from Pakistan, so I am unable to detennine if they mean the
same thing as we do. But, the U S is in fad is the largest funder of research and certainly
scientific research, and access to these works or to the results of these research outputs are
often mandated by the granttng agency. And that would include the NIH, for example, or other
government funders. However, as 'lYe are now fully aware, there has been a new requIrement by
government agencies in the U.S, that the resutts of government-funded research by the NIH
ought to be available, certainly in preprinted final publication fonn. What the African Group
proposal and this enhancement trom Nigeria seeks to do is ensure that as a minimum standard
of international copyright that access to such research IS made available because certainly the
traditional justifications for the copynght system do not apply when the incentive to aeate and to
publish and wnte from the results of this research have been funded by the government, not by
private investment. And that IS In essence what the Nigena's enhancement to the African Group
proposal seeks to underscore as an important part of facilitating access to copyrighted content.
It would be certainly fine to simply have a government use exception in this legal framework
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rather than access to pUblicly funded research. Government use would be much W1der in my
view and would effectively balance the interests of the professIOnal societies who publish
scientific works and the Interests much research scientists who want to access those wori<.s
when they have been funded by the government.

Comments from Senegal

I think the proposal from Nigeria is very relevant. There is certainly a problem of functionality
because In fact the heading does not atways reflect the reality of the content If a heading
brings together a group of themes, we could group them together according to their POints in
common. It supported Indian proposal on research. to have a special cluster on research. It
would be a good idea, I think, to particularly concentrate on that area because structurally and
economically speaking governments, particularty African govemments, tend to look at research
in terms of essential research, especially wrth all the consequences that It will have on the digital
sphere. Kno~edgewill mean real transcnptlon of one language to another. Usually,
particularly for the French-speaking countries, research works are usually in Enghsh So the
adaptation from one language to another, all of thiS has to be the sUbject of several exceptions
whtch would be In the research cluster. So Senegal. finally. stili agrees with India on the need
to proted content of all the works whIch are partJcularty related in all ways to copynght.

Comments from Finland

Presenting the implementation of the directive of the European Umon In Finland as regards
educational activities could be useful to note under several clusters presented today, but
specifically under the one proposed, for example, by Brazil That IS clusters 3, use for
pedagogical and teaching purposes. OUr copyright ad of 1961 has since its beginning reflected
the needs of educational actIVities as well as libranes and archives needs as well as others. In
fact, the exclusive rights given to authors must according to Finnish law be read with the various
limitations and exceptions made to them. The exceptions are hmited to nonprofit context. As
regards education, our provisions build on limiting the public performance right of the authors on
one side and the reproduction right on the other According to finnish law, a published work
may be publicly performed In connection with education. This proVision does not concern the
dramatic or CInema graphic works except for purposes of research and higher education on
cinematography _ As regards the reproduction nghts, when a work has been made publiC and
performed by a teacher or a student in a classroom, the work may be recorded for temporary
use In the classroom It IS also possible to take parts of a literary work or, when the work is not
extensive, the whole work, to be Incorporated into a test instituting a part of an examination or a
corresponding test. The exception to the reproduction right here gives the possibility of
discretion as regards the content of an exam. Furthermore, It IS posSible to make an anthology
of literary or artistic works In a compilation of works, consisting of the works of several authors
The use IS restricted after five years have passed from the year of publication, The exception
allows for printed anthologies only. It is especially indicated that works made for education are
not covered by the exception. The authors have the right to remuneration for this type of use.
In addltKln to limitations, the law Finland has also from the beglnnlflg of the 1960s developed a
specific mechamsm called the extended collective licenSing system. Based on thiS system it IS
possible to negotiate about the use of works for educational activities or for SCientific research
between the users and the rightholders in a fleXible manner Such uses include uses in the
digital context as well.
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Comments from Ecuador

I reply to wIlat has been asked by the Dislingulshed Delegate from N'geria wIlh regard to
whether duster 7 refers or not to secondary mar1cet. I will go to the core part of the quesbon.
The issues of translation. transformation, adaptation can be seen case-by-case by a teacher
onty for that particular class If one teacher one day decides to make a poem, to make It an art
work that would be a case-by-case Of course you may have a case where the publisher
dectdes to provide malenal to be dIstributed making adaptation of longer work with some special
elements that have changed to make it more accessible for young children, In that case we
would have a different kind of transformation or adaptation because it will be referred, creating a
secondary market of books. So the answer is, cluster 7 is neutral. We may include specific
s~uations for particular classes or s~uation wIlere ~ might be a secondary market. The second
question put forward by the Distinguished Delegate from the United States was if cluster 6 was
the same as distance learning because it seems to be that distance learning applies now for
those significances expressed in cluster 6. Well, the answer is that you might have a specific
making available for a class that is not sought for distance locations We have a regular class in
a law school where the professor has somebody provide the class access to some specific
content for that class. But the class is present. But the work somehow is transmitted from a
different place. That would not fall within the concept of distance learning. Distance learning is
a situation where all the time the student are In a different place than the institution. So distance
learning addresses a specdic type of education and that In some cases uses Interactive basis
and communication, but also there are situatIons where you have makIng available a
communication that is not in the context of distance learning

Comments from India

I would like to reply to the queslion put to us by the Distinguished Delegate from the US on the
Inclusion of citation along with quotations. Quotations are already covered in many nabonal
laws induding the convenbons like the Bem Convention. We need to put all the items under
one umbrella of exceptions and limits of educational institutions. We are covenng all the
possible things which can be covered here. Number two, the Delegate of Finland rightly
mentioned the Importance of performance. If we look at the definition of performer, as per
Indian law, a person delivenng a lecture is also a performer. He actually is performing in the
classroom. So the performance is also important. That is already covered under the cluster 5.
Then coming to clusters 6,13 and 21, they are all covering reproduction. So this can be
brought under one group as for instance reproduction, translation and adaptation. Referring to
one other important point raIsed by the Delegation of Finland, the Idea of anthologies,
preparation of anthologies and publication by schools and institutions IS also very important.
Mr Daniel Sang has covered this in his study on exceptions on behalf of WIPO, including giving
the explanation on Indian hmltation and exceptions for educational purposes. Anthologies
should be covered under a separate cluster. ComIng to importance of the licensing, this treaty
should focus on uncompensated exceptions We should not affed these exceptions and
limitations with licenses and compensations or the very purpose of grving support to the growing
knowledge SOCIety will get defeated and the teacl1ers WIll be defeated ~ we chain these with the
hcense

Comment from the European Umon and its Member States

Within the different elements that we have been discussing and the clusters and sub dusters
and groups that we have been trying to put together, the EU and its Member States wanted just
to make a general reference to the main issue, which is the possibility of limitations and
exceptions for teaching purposes. There is already a general framework that has been
established at EU level and that is followed by the 27 Member States of the European Union for
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limitatIons and exceptions and it IS a framework that IS probably quite interesting to keep In
mind; because we are a group of very different countnes with very different traditions and ways
to approach copynght protection. In fact the framework we have. rt IS in the same as the Bern
ConventIOn. a framework that allows for a catalog of limitations and exceptions to be voluntarily
adopted by the Member States of the European Union in its largest majority. It IS a framework
that provides for a degree of flexibility which is very important rt one wants effectively for those
limitations and exceptions to be IrTIpiemented and that flexibility relates to matters such as the
possiblhty or not to provide for fair compensation. There are some cases in whIch it IS
compulsory, but there is also flexibility as regards the scope of these exceptions. It IS very often
the case that exceptions and ~mrtabonsare supplemented or facilitated or enhanced by systems
of licenSing such as standard col+ectlve licenSing that plays an Important role in a number of our
Member States. That framework of limitations and exceptions is required not only by the Berne
Convention but atso by the WCT, the WPPT. and the BTAP. It IS not a surprise that we are
going back and forth as regards different limit limitations and exceptions. If I look at the catalog
of limitations and exceptions that it is available at EU level and there has been adapted to
different degrees by our Member States, we do have a general exception for teaching. It is an
excepllon for teaching that is referred as for the sole purpose of iIIustrallon for teaching It also
applies for SCIentific research. But of course we have the poSSibility as well for the purposes of
quotation which IS relevant in thiS context; for the purposes of private copy can and reprography
which IS relevant In this context and specdic. very specific limitations and exceptions for
instance as regards limitations to the reproduction nght for educatIonal establishment. It is often
used in libraries and educational establishments for purposes such as preservallon. We also
have exceptions to the reproduction nght and making the nght and the commuOicatlon to the
public nght for research for private study, In temunals. on the premises of educational
establishments. We have the same policy objective on the baSIS of a number of eXisting
excepllons In our key. It IS often completed by the possibility, the facilitation of licenses. If I stay
for an minute on what I have referred to as our main or the more general teaclung exception,
basically what this exception does is to cover the use of works or other subject matters, for
instance phone owe grams or broadcasts. for the sale purpose of teaching. There is a
darffication In our legal system and as it has been there imp~mentedby Member States that
such use can be done on condition that it IS for noncommercial purposes. We also require that
when Member States provide for a teaching exception to indicate the source and name of the
author of the work unless this happens not to be possible for practical reasons or otherwise.
The rights that can be affected by such limitatIon or exception as Implemented by Member
States are very varied; we are talking about different rights that have been referred to in
different instances here, We are talkIng about the reproduction right We are talking about
general communication to the public right, but also covering makIng the available right We are
talking about the distribution nght. They can be used when property implemented within the
framework of the three-step test. They can be used as regards face-to-face teaching but also
distance Ieamlng whIch IS a concern that 'We heard during the dIscussions For Instance, you
could cover within the specific condItions that we have such as uploading, onhne transmissions
and downloads of our work or other subject matter. And it couki also be the case that
permanent downloads are further covered by the private copying exception. As regards not the
rights but the works and subject matter that can be covered or affected by these limitations and
exceptions, again our key provides for great flexibility. It is an open-ended exception in the
sense that It does not impose any specific limitations as to the nature of the work or other
SUbject matter that can be subject to the limitation or exception, It is for Member States to
implement it again taking into account the application of the three-step test And the same
approach applies to the type of beneficiaries I have mentioned at the start that the use has to
be for noncommercial purposes, but beyond that the exceptions and limitations and the
framework that is established at the EU level does not limit the category of uses that can
benefit. school or university, the nature of such institutions It can be a public or private
institution, So In that respect our main point much reference is the noncommercial purpose to
be achieved, not the nature of the institutIon as SUCh. That type of nexibility we have had to give
in order to have an effective system of limitations and exceptions for the purposes of teaching
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and research, that adapt equally well to the conditions in Finland as it may be conditions in
Portugal. SpaIn. or Romania That degree of flexibility and proportlonahty we have to keep in
mind when proceeding with our worle

Comments from Peru

The EU asked for darificabons regarding the proposals on the table. So taking as my starting
point these Interesting statements, I would like to make two pomts First of all to remind you that
cluster number 7, which origInally corresponded to an Ecuadorian proposal on which
clarifications have been asked was merged into the GRULAC proposal; and has been covered
by a general term which IS for uses of teaching or educational purposes. And this IS Important
because in the original proposal there was not this speelal relationship with the purposes of
teaching or education and now that it has been merged into the GRULAC proposal it was the
intention to make it clearer by doing this. And referring to the interesting statement by the EU
Delegate and by the emphasis. and to the emphasis put on the word "fIexibil~y"which we and
the Ecuadonan Delegation consIder very important I can use that as a bridge towards
menlJo!1lng and briefly eXplaining the jOint proposal on page 7 from Ecuador, Peru and Uruguay.
Paragraph 16, which is clearty connected with cluster number 1 on page 6. This is aimed at
providing this flexibility and It is based on a commitment by the parties to establish either
through updating or through extension including in the digital environment or by means of
aeating new exceptions and limitations that will cover the teaching and research area. This
chapter could be a first IntroductIOn that IS very Important and could be supplemented by
specific menbons that have been agreed on by consensus or that could be incorporated
subsequently by way of example. And which could be an opened or a closed list. So the
purpose of thiS tripartite proposal from Ecuador, Peru and Uruguay was to make dear that there
is a commitment by the parties. there is an obhgabon to update and expand exceptions, in
parttcular for educational purposes. Therefore. we believe It is offertng and invitation to carry
out this work but Incorporates sufficient fleXibility to include specific mentions of specific
exceptions that have been proposed as clusters at this session and that could be used as an
introduction for starting from this Initial proposal, whIch we repeat IS flexible.

Comments (rom Burkina Faso

I would like to state that our comment is under duster 7 haVIng to do with translations,
transformabons and adaptations We had constdered that it was necessary perhaps to have a
bit more clanfication on the aspects which I just undertined because in most national legIslations
limitations and exceptions have to do with methods of use and differentiated uses. So in this
present case perhaps it might be a good idea for us to know what the real dimension these
subheading is; in other words translations, transformations and adaptations. Perhaps this will
k!ad to the creation of derivative works and derivative works would mean in fact an authonzation
not by the author who created the derivative work but rather some kind of legal authorization
which is not really, does not really come under the definition of derivative works. Now, again, on
this cluster 7 we might have the transformation of the work to do with the moral right of the
author, the initial author who created the work Perhaps we should know in the context of the
creabon of thIS denvative work what would be the view of the work or the author, Since this
might be used in another context In another kind of use which does not constitute an exception.
In other words, when it would not be used for teaching purposes but rather for sort of archiving.
So it does lead to possible problems and perhaps If we could be given further explanations as to
the possible consequences of these uses under cluster 7, then we could come back to it later.
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Comments from Nigeria

I think it is Illustrative that In the EU where there IS a laundry list of IImrtations and exceptions
that cover In fact all of the thingS that we are discussing today there has been disparate
adoption of these limitations and exceptions by Member States. So the results that we have IS a
patch work system in which some Member States have certain Itmitations and exceptions and
others do not. We see thiS srtuatlon in the EU being mirrored sa-ass the wond What that
means IS that for purposes of education and research, those of us who are teachers like mysetf
are never quite sure what we can access, what we cannot access We have to identify where
the source is. We have got to figure out what rights attach, what nghts do not attach. These
become barriers to know1edge. They become barriers to leaming They become bamers to
teaching and barriers to progress. If the system is going to function effectively for the economy,
thiS proposed Instrument is deSlQned to establish the order of a sustainable knowledge
economy In which the creation and access to knowledge is effectively available for all nations.
Not just some over others There is a reason that some CQuntnes have been unable to utilIZe
these limitations and exceptions that eXist in the EU. Now, there IS, of course. two strong
traditions represented in this room with regard to limitations and exceptions. We have the
Continental or European tradrtJon that lists very explicitly what uses are permitted and lists very
specifically whether those uses are compensated or uncompensated. Then there is, of course,
the most common law or Anglo American tradrtJon which comt»nes very short lists with a huge
flexible Instrument called the fair use doctrine in which particular uses are evaluated against the
public or social purpose and the amount and content that is used. This proposed framework
that we are discussing today hopefully will find a bridge between these two systems, neither of
wtuch are Ideal but both of which are functioning for some but not all Member States that are
represented here today. So for example, as the European UOIon Delegate mentioned, the nght
of making available, which IS recognized under the WCT, has been repeatedly declared to not
be a part of US copyright law We have limrtatlons and excepbons that are recognized not
normally in the text of the law but sometimes by judicial opinions. It IS important to have a
harmonized minimum mandatory approach not just because particular sectors need it, but
because the entire economy requires some fleXibility In order to advance the progress of
science and the useful arts as I have mentioned before. What the enhanced proposal by the
Afncan Group has suggested is modification slightly of the EU list of exceptions and limitations
combined with a provision that I believe may address our DistingUished Delegate from Ecuador
who in one of their clusters looked at the possibility of a provision that facilitates an updating of
limrtatlons and exceptions for education. This text in essence allows countries to enact new
limitations and exceptIons consistent with the Berne Convention and established state practice
because, as we know from recent decisions from the European court of justice. from the U.K.
they just Implemented a mandatory access to U.K·funded research; the deCiston of the
Canadian Supreme Court yesterday which liberally interpreted fair dealing In Canada for
educational purposes, this is where most OECD countnes are moving. It is important that
Members of the African Group, members of GRULAC, the rest of the global south and, as I said
before. the developed countries all come to the table to facilitate what is in fact the social goals
and ultimate purchases of the international copynght system. The enhanced proposal also
indudes the possibility Afncan Group includes the fair use doctnne in addition to fair limitations
and exceptions to preserve the difference that the Distinguished Delegate from GRULAC
mentioned as well as the European Umon, WlPO does not have specific limitations and
exceptions that address education, science. libraries, archIves, and those needs of persons with
disabilities, but rather to say that the time has come for harmonized approach which is the very
foundation ofWlPO emission and, of course, the very foundation of the copyright steel itself. It
is not simply an end In and of it sell, but It IS a means to be an end. It IS here In p{ace, dynamic
and hopefully wlth a possibility of for the first time adopting a system that gives life to the Bern
appendix which eXIsts as a legal instrument, but also takes advantage of the recent
developments in the EU, Canada, and the Umted States.
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Comment from Gennany

Germany, being a member of the European Union, the Gennan copynght law is based on the
Directive on the harmonization of certain aspects of copyright and related rights in society. The
limitations we have are all subjected to the three-step-test of the Bern Convention, even if it is
not mentioned In detail. So I will take the opportunity and tell you the general guidelines, how
the engineer man law uses the possibilities of the framework of the European Directive is
providing in accordance with the Bem Convenbon ~ you compare the law of Finland that my
Finnish colleague told before, you can see the flexibility that not only the general European law
but the Bern Convention already do proVide. The German law has no special hmnation or
exceptions for the purpose of education or research. Instead the engineer man copynght law
makes a difference between the different possibilities how one can use the copyrighted work.
For the purpose of educabon and research, one may use the follOWIng limitations on copying.
First. every student at school or at university has the permission to make copies of a wor1< for
the purpose of education. The student can do it by himself. It IS also permitted that a thIrd
person makes the copies on behalf of the student. For example, a library, copy shop or another
student Second, any teacher or professor is permitted to make copies for every pupil or
student In hiS class, but only for part of the work or for a short wor1t. If a longer work ts
concerned, the permission is for ten to 15 percent of the werle If it is a shorter work, maybe a
poem or a ptcture. the whole book can be copied. As an exception to thiS limitation, It is not
permitted to copy books, especially school books In both cases, copies made by the student
and COpieS made by the teacher, the rightholder gets remuneration Everyone who sells a
copymg machine or something like thIS has to pay certain amount to the rightholders collecting
society, So society will distribute its revenues to its members. It IS further permitted to make a
work available to the public for the purpose of educatIon or research. For example, by putting it
into the Intranet of the school, university or research organization. But universities, schools or
research organizations, have to take care that the work can be used only by students or by tts
members, not by the general public. One is not permitted to use the whole work there, but only
a part of the work, about ten to be 15 percent of the work. The owner of the copynght gets
remuneration for this kind of use. For this are purpose, there is a contract between the
representatives of the schools, universities, and research organizations and the rightholders
collectlng soaeties that guarantees the righthoklers remuneration. At the moment those
hmitations will exist until the end of this year, but we are working WIth the elongation of the
limitation. About performance, the expression performance can hold very different meanings. I
give you some small examples that may hold the Information which IS needed. It is permitted to
recite a play or a poem in class when there is no auditorium. It is permitted to show a video or a
broadcast in class if it is a private video or broadcast brought by the teacher. It is further
permitted to communicate or perform a work for school events, for example a school theater
and school orchestra. If the auditorium does not pay an entry fee or similar fee, the
performance IS without responsibility to pay remuneration to the rightholder. The German
copyright law gives permission to make Quotations. The main part of the permiSSion IS the
purpose of the quotabon. h is not permitted to copy a part of a copynghted work. Quotations
need a purpose. That means, you need to show the artistic approach or Quotation of the
copyright work. Quotation means use of the small part of the work but in certain rare cases it
also can mean the whole work.

Comment from the United States of America:

Our educational system in the United States is supported by a vibrant commercial market for
education and research materials as well as a set of exceptions and limitations in our copyright
law IncludIng the doctnne of fair use and specrfic provisions for teachers and students.
Together, the commercial market through licenSIng and voluntary agreements and the
exception limitations and exceptions in our copynght law, provide the critical access to
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information, research, and creative expression needed to enable full participation in our
Information SOCIety. The commercial marketplace in the United States includes both major
pUblishers and nonprofit presses It serves any number of educational institutions and
audience, public and private, from K through 12 to college courses to initiatives for the adult
k!amer In short, educational success in the Unrted States has in stgnificant part been the result
of a sustained educational marketplace. At the same tIme there is no question that exceptions
and limitations are an important part of the copyright balance worldwlde and at the national
level. In our expenence appropriate and balanced exceptions that satisfy the three--step-test
require careful study and consIderation of all circumstances, but we must recognIZe that such
circumstances may differ from country to country. In the United States, we do have a set of
targeted exceptions for education codified in sedlon 110 of the U.S. copyright act. But It IS very
hard to map these exceptions on to the specmc clusters that we have discussed today. At best,
they reflect a few of the cluster proposals set fort in the draft compilation document. For
example, wrth respect to cluster number 5, performance for educational purposes. Section 110
allows instructors or students to display or perform copyrighted works as part of classroom
actIVities In a nonprofit educational institution and provided that the work is a lawfully made
copy. With respect to cluster number 9, distance learning, also one of the proposals, in the late
19905, the United States engaged In an extensIve process to promote the development and
growth of distance education and to help ensure that our copynght law exceptions for education
reflected the realities of the digital age. This revIew Involved publiC debate and discussion
which culminated in a formal study issued by the United States copyright office on copynght and
digital distance education with recommendations to Congress on ~Islativechanges that might
be needed In our law. As a result in 2002, the United States enacted the technology education
and copynght harmonization act also known as the teach act which amended our section 110 to
allow for the Inclusion of performances and displays of copynghted works in digital dIstance
education under appropriate circumstances and subject to certain limitations. Specifically, the
Teach Act expanded the categories of works that were covered by section 110 of the copyright
act and removed the concept of the phYSical classroom as a requirement to qualify under that
provision in favor of the concept of mediated instructional activities under the supervision of an
instructor. At the same time the teach act acknowledged the nsk inherent for copynght owners
in the dtgital environment by Incorporating a number of safeguards to proted agaInst the
unauthorized distribution and reproduction of copyrighted works. Under the Teach Act, only
accredited educational institutions or government bodies may avail themselves of thIS exception
and only students officially enrolled In the course are authonzed to receive transmIssions of
copyrighted works. In addition, educational Institutions must apply technological measures that
reasonably prevent reciptents from retaIning the works beyond the class session and from
retransmitting them. Under our law educational institutions are generally prohibited from
interfenng with technological measures taken by copyright owner to pre-prevent retention and
distribution of the acts used Under the teach ad to provide the markets to create dIstance
learning materials, the exception provided under the law does not extend to use of company
righted works developed specifically for online educational uses, textbook matenals, or other
matenals typically acquired by students for their interest use. In the same SPirit we beheve that
as we discuss copyright exceptions and limitations at the international level we must work
together to ensure that the needs of educational Institutions are balanced by appropriate
responsibilitieS on the part of educational institutions. As Winston Tabb, from IFLA said
yesterday, it is important that limitations and exceptions prOVide a secure environment for the
use of copyrighted works With respect to clusters 27 and 28 which I think now have been
combined, technological measures, our law also prOVides certain f1exibillties for education With
respect to those measures. Under section 1201 of the U S. copyright act, nonprofrt educational
institutions as well as libranes and archives are permitted to circumvent access control
measures solely In order to make a good faith determination whether to acquire and authonzed
copy of a work. Also under section 1201 of our law the U.S. copyright office conducts an
administrative proceeding every three years and in consultation with the Department of
Commerce develops exemptions to the laws, prohlbrtion on circumvention of technological
measures to control access of works for certaIn types of works. Through this process, the
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United States has permitted the Circumvention of technologIcal measures in order to permit the
incorporation of portions of films into new works for the purposes of criticism and comment by
college and university professors engaging in educational uses Finally under US. law, the
doctrine of fair use may In specific circumstances allow third-parties to make limited use of
copynghted works, Including for purposes of teaching, scholarship or research. This doctnne is
codified in our section 107 of the U.S. copynght act and sets fort four nonexclusive factors that
courts must determine when determining whether a particular use will be fair under our law.
Under thIs doctnne as applied by our courts sodalty beneficial uses Including educational uses
are more likely to be considered fair in circumstances such as where no more of a work is taken
than IS necessary to achieve the educational or research purpose and where the use does not
cause harm to the rights holder. Uses that add something new WIth a further purpose or
different charader are also Important in the court's analysis of the purpose and charader of the
use applying the four fadors under our fair use provisions. The considerations of these fadors,
however, often require a complex analysis of the facts and circumstances of each individual
case and do not necessarily provtde broad guKjelines that can be routinely apphed to as auet
board to multiple uses. It should be clear from thIS bnef diSCUSSion that the U.S. has experience
in limitations and exceptions that fall under some of the cluster headIngs proposed by our
Distinguished Delegates from Brazil, Peru, Ecuador, and Ntgeria yesterday. We have clear and
detailed expenence in cluster topics like distance learning and limltabons on reproductJon for
classroom use. On the other hand, we have Itttle or nor national experience in some of the
topics proposed or how they might relate to specifically education such as some of the cluster
topics such as public health or security, ISP liability, orphan works or computer programs.

Comment from France;

The French Delegation is takIng the floor now to Indicate how France has set up, that IS in the
context of the Bern Convention as recalled by Germany but also In the context of the 2009
dlrectrve which was explained and presented by the representative the European Union to
Indicate how thiS framework enables us to respect French legal tradition which In fad has set up
a teaching exception. This pedagogical exception which is L1025 (e) of French Intellectual
Property rights It lists all the exceptions and very specifically it IS e which aims at the
pedagogical exception, Under thiS Article it is permitted: Acts authonzed are representation.
Reproduction of extracts of works with the reservation of works conceIved for teaching
purposes. Musical partitions and digital, written works aimed for illustration purposes in the
context of teaching and research purposes, and excluding all recreational activit.es as long as
the public to which this representation or reproduction is aimed is composed mainly of students,
classroom students or teachers or researchers directly are concerned and the use of this
representation and this reproduction gives no nse to commercial use and compensated by
remuneration negotiated on a lump sum basis So that is the prOVISion. Now I would like to
comment to explain the essential princi~s and the pillars that condition the French legislative
framework on this. Five principles basically. The first is that the exception does not ale at all
materials In France this cannot aim at books used for teaching nor musical partitions nor digital
works. When we talk about that we are talking about school books as well as university
textbooks which also constitute an exception in many foreign legislative frameworks as you as
mentioned by the US Delegate in the presentation which just preceded mine. The exception for
dlgrtal edrtlons and musaJ partitions are explained by the fragility of the sector, partJcular1y
conceming musical pubtlcations This sector already suffered all kinds of reproduction and we
could not possibly aim at it in this exception. Now, there was a protocol agreement negotiated
In France with the rights holders for the use of these books and printed music, as well as
penodic publications just for teaching purposes. Therefore, license IS used parallel to the use.
This for those not covered by thiS particular exception of the so it is important to recognize the
model of the license and to look how it can be combined with the exception, the second pillar or
second general princtpJe underlying the French exception. This has to do wrth the aim of the
exception, Representation or reproduction of the protected work can only be used to illustrate
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